HOW TO MAKE A PENGUIN PUPPET

1. Pick up assorted colored paper sections and paper bag from the materials table.
2. Trace and cut the different body parts of your penguin on the correct color paper:
   - Black paper: Head, body and 2 wings
   - White paper: Face and tummy
   - Orange paper: Beak
   - Grey paper: 2 feet
3. On the flat bottom of the bag, glue the following body parts in this order: Head, face, beak and google eyes.
4. Glue the wings on the side of the body and the feet on the bottom.
5. Flip the body over (so the tops of the feet and wings are hidden) and glue the body on the side of the bag. Make sure the head flap covers the top of the body by about an inch.
6. Finish your penguin puppet by gluing down the tummy!